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Our deepest condolences to the families of passengers and crew of flight MH370
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Final Destination 5
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By Syaza Nazura Azmi 17, Selangor

I‘M NOT MUCH of a movie fan, unless, of course, you’re
talking about the Harry Potter series. But, somehow, Final
Destination 5 caught my attention with its creative and brutal
plot. Although I have not seen the previous four films of the
series, I enjoyed the fifth installment.
Final Destination 5 is basically about a group of people who cheated
death by escaping a suspensionbridge collapse. These ‘lucky’ survivors
later realised the horrible truth: they cannot cheat Death, no matter what
they do. They might have escaped their predetermined end, but Death
will eventually get them – one way or another.
Like most people anticipated, this movie contains over the top death
scenes. One should expect to see people dying in gruesome, yet
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somewhat cartoonish ways, as Death gets its due, especially during the
part where an ophthalmologist's laser surgery goes horribly wrong.
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Some of the scenes were questionable  even laughable for some – as
they were quite unrealistic. But overall, the plot of this movie was the
best among all the films of the series, with better acting and editing. The
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death scenes might seem comical and illogical for some, but they are
certainly full of suspense, creativity and shock.
Fans of the Final Destination series will definitely enjoy this sequel as it
delivers what they have been waiting for. New viewers would also like
this movie as it is exciting and enjoyable. It is undoubtedly one of the
most gruesome movies ever created.
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